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INTRODUCTION
Cultural Heritage is an essential part of humanity’s 
history and according to ICOM’s museum defini-
tion, it is important to promote the diversity of our 
heritage. My research started from the aim to 
study different cultural identities that contribute to 
this diversity and that are not so widely known and 
how they can be protected as well as how digital 
world can contribute to  the promotion of them. 
The World Intellectual Property Organization de-
fines this part of heritage as Traditional Cultural 
Expressions. The protection of cultural heritage 
should be inclusive as there is so much diversity in 
cultural history and in order to protect cultural iden-
tities that become extinct today due to social 
changes, climate change or conflicts. And in the 
digital era of the new generation , digital tools like 
3d technologies or web media and digitization are 
very important for the preservation and the access 
to this heritage  for education and better under-
standing of a specific traditional community and  
its history. To achieve this sustainable manage-
ment, indigenous communities and cultural institu-
tions should work together.
KEY CONCEPTS
-What are the Traditional Cultural Expressions 
(TCEs)?
-How can TCEs be protected in terms of Intellectu-
al Property (Copyright, Trademarks, etc)
-Cases/ examples 
-Promotion of TCEs. 
-Digital tools for democratization and preservation 
of TCEs and legal issues
-Contribution of Cultural Institutions

METHODOLOGY
The methodology that was implemented 
followed these steps:
-Study of questions according to the key 
issues
-Research of bibliogaphy and online da-
tabases
-Collecting material
-Study of cases.
-Research on dgital tools
-Study of the management of TCEs by 
cultural organizations

DISCUSION
TCEs ( also called Expressions of Folklore) 
are defined by WIPO as essential part of the 
cultural heritage and identity of indigenous 
people and local communities that pass from 
generation to generation, including: art , de-
signs, music, dance, names, signs, symbols, 
handicrafts, architecture, performances, cere-
monies. Tangible and intagible heritage 
belong to TCEs and they differ from Tradition-
al Knowledge (TK) , which specializes in med-
ical/ environmental knowledge of a traditional 
community. 
Living in multicultural societies, including in-
digenous communities, immigrants, refugees, 
combined with the social changes, conflicts , 
climate change, make even more important 
the protection of this part of cultural heritage 
and the promotion of cultural diverisity.
IP protection offers to the traditional com-
munties legal tools like: Copyright, Trade-
marks, georgraphic indications,
to achieve:
-Protection to prevent inappropriate use and 
exploitation by thirds parties.
-Support of the economic development of the 
community through commercial exploitation of 
their heritage.
Copyright: Protects against acts of reproduc-
tion, public performance, communication to 
the public, adaptation by thirds parties, but re-
quires rightholders/ authors. There are the sui 
generis rights allowing the management of da-
tabases.
Trademarks: Safeguarding the authneticity of 
a product, preventing thirds parties from the 
commercial use. 
Design: Registered designs by traditional art-
ists
Geographical indications: More connected 
with the territory of a traditional community 
(more suited for tangible heritage)
In contrast, the “public domain”, where ev-
erything is free of copyright, but is considered 
as harming by indigenous communities.

Cases/ Examples
-Indigenous artists and communities in 
Australia protected by copyright
-Bihor Couture( Romania), creating a brand 
of “authentic items”,incomes to the locals.
-”Artesanias de Colombia”, craft items trad-
able.
-Protectiona and repatriation of Sami cul-
tural artifacts.
However, protection goes together with 
promotion of TCEs, as these tools of pro-
tection should not remote an indigenous 
communty and promotion of cultural diver-
sity can make such a community viable.
Especially during Covid period, digital 
tools are proved to be great means for the 
promotion of cultural heritage ,the educa-
tion and the engangement of the public. 
Digital databases with videos, photographs, 
music, 3d technonologies and virtual and 
augmented reality are some examples that 
could contribute to the worldwide democra-
tization of TCEs and to spread awareness 
about these communities and their heritage 
through innovation and creativity. Still the 
whole digitization part has many issues re-
lated to IP ,so there should be more aware-
ness to aim traditional communities in 
terms of copyrights( distribution, making 
copies or works in new media), such as the 
use of cc licenses. 
Cultural Institutions can contribute to the 
promotion and sustainable management of 
TCEs as well as to the education regarding 
the protection of them. They can offer guid-
ance to law makers and work with tradition-
al communities for better policies for the 
TCEs. Moreover, as many cultural institu-
tions work on digitization projects of cultural 
heritage , they can cooperate with the com-
munities to build a material based on the 
original knowledge and with respect to the 
community. It is important to build trust be-
tween indigenous communtites and cultural 
institutions.
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CONCLUSION
Cultural diverisity consists mostly of these tradition-
al communities with their TCEs, that should be pro-
tected with legal tools and policies as well as pro-
moted with the help of digital tools and the support 
of cultural institutions for the edudation and sustain-
able developement of these communities.with re-
spect to their cultural identity.


